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INTRODUCTION

These texts were produced over the past year by students on the MA Contemporary
Arts Practice and the MA Fine Art at the University of Plymouth. Bringing these
texts together in a magazine puts them into conversation with each other. They were
written in response to various prompts, and range in style and manner, from personal
poetic contemplations to disruptive storytelling, speculation and fantasy, analysis and
collage. The different pieces have disparate relations to the writers’ practices, some of
the texts existing as part of or extensions of making projects, some of them operating
as reflection or commentary, and some developing into resources and stimulation for
further work. They involve research in different modes, from autobiographical and
autoethnographic, to the compilation of related elements in contiguity, to etymological
of writing as part of practice on these MA courses, and the diversity of writing around
and within contemporary art practice.

Mark Leahy (editor)
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and encyclopaedia searches. The publication offers the reader a sense of the importance
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On the Brink
by Neil Robinson

On the Brink

Shaping, transforming,
the eternal sense of eternal entertainment
Transfixion (Transfiction),
		
Ghostly Apparitions
			
of the Thousandfold Ocean,
The Thalassic, Regressive,
				
Tendency,
We use the ocean 		
as metaphor.

The becoming has an unknown,
or at least variable starting point; the
apprehension, shift in state – of mind (of
matter?), the amping beckons at times,
long before we adorn ourselves in our
selkie skins, though that is the obvious
physiological change; it happens from
checking the charts or hearing the
whispers of weather fronts, from noticing
a change in the air that offers hope, it gains traction on whatsapp group chat, grows as you pack
your suit, grows as you leave the house or school or inland, grows as you start the van, put on
some music and drive toward the coast, grows as you come over the hill to the first glimpse of
lines on the horizon, or drops a little as you see the whitecaps drifting sideways across the bay,
an emotional rollercoaster from NE to NW. It is all a part of the transformation to become part
of that ecosystem, a parasite maybe, feeding on the rhythm, power, restlessness of the abyss-like
organism; dive in, allow yourself to be possessed, become something different – alter state.

From this shore the coast is mimicked opposite for some time as the estuary provides solace
for the flora and fauna of the North, this sea is ne’ still for long, even with coast on all sides the
surface can chop up as quickly as the squall approaches. Beyond the shelter of the edges, when the
bracken, gorse, rocks and limpets bend perpendicular and the ocean opens out, the sea indicates
the weather rather than vice versa and causes chaos before we have turned the cards, there may
be myth in the Rest In Peace but the ocean rises and opens up in between to greet those of greater
density. Those acquainted with these particulars fare well, regale the rhythm, soar fluid below,
another myth but of themselves and welcoming of others, a bond between us, the bob, the float,
the ease a deception within an environ alive.
I cannot see the sea as some alien sphere as some might, not that I claim to know it, it is
too vast, as is the land and land’s plethora of beings, but I seek comfort in it; nor do I find it a
dangerous unknown, dangerous yes, but those dangers are known, discovered through strangely
fond experiences of fear and elation.
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I have been here before. The glow of the fire inside is always enticing among these winter days
when waiting is necessary, waiting is necessary. The wind has still time to calm before the ferry
leaves, it is inevitable. Michael pays no heed to the hour but only to tide and weather, he will row
when the wind eases or shifts to aid the journey. He sits, comfortable in the crowd, the knowledge
of a man of the sea etched onto his face, he knows well that not all prospective passengers will
make the voyage, his age allowing a broad view of the perils and an acceptance of loss for those
ill prepared. The room is a bar of sorts and a waiting room of kinds, The Ferryman Inn, it is the
ferry man’s inn, barely a stone’s throw from the upper tidal mark with his small, wooden vessel
static in between. He is at home in this home surrounded by some known faces, some strangers, he
is unperturbed by any strangeness and at ease with all, he looks on as if un-listening as he gathers
snatches of conversations from the crowd.
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Round faced, sitting subdued in the corner, Old Man Kohlter, unsure of the direction he was
heading waits for the boat with tepid hope. Once knew this life, lived a part and found another.
He speaks in gloomy undertones of entering from the sand without an understanding of the
forms, how they have already set about unhinging his being. He hides nothing from the grasp
of the flailing lip and finds solace in the torment. Brow low he re-lives the motion in stuttered
steps, a growth, a curve to a becoming of sorts. The others listen with careful wonder, skeptical
but enticed by the thrill of the words, hopeful of the possibilities but held back by notions of
ease, of calm, of comfort.
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You can see that he is different, his eyes almost scratching themselves out, an unrest shows
as they bulge from the recesses, they create unease but one that you want to connect with. I
sense an honesty in his words. He tries to fit in with the crowd in the room, but there is an
audible resistance in the white noise between tonight’s protagonists, his knowledge doesn’t
fit. I reserve mine for better times in more remote places, but we relate to the necessity to
insinuate into this world, another’s world.
There are daemons in the sea. Never seen they enter through the sole. It can be either foot,
or both. They are not all the same, though they become from the same essence. They are
drawn by ‘spirit’. Often, they will inhabit the same person, but it is not always guaranteed
that you will get the same one. On sad days you don’t get any. They become style, a way of
moving. This movement is particularly apparent when the vessel is within a current. There is
an optimum speed range of the vessel for the observation of style. This optimum speed range
varies somewhat depending on the type of craft. The daemons pose not a threat to their vessels,
they are not parasitic. The benefit seems symbiotic. As stated, the hosting of a daemon is a
positive experience, and a lacking vessel will feel a loss. It is unknown if daemon can inhabit
more than one vessel within a moment. It is however thought that they are not confined to a
single region and hosts have been known to recount the experience of a particular daemon
in far flung locations. More research into this phenomenon is necessary for deeper conclusion.
Funding applications are in the post.
Krell is soft shelled, a notion of surround, support, a skiff within the surface, but not of it
or entwined with it, and of no more than a notion. He floats, head to the sky in calm seas and
blunders on, he is well read of this there is no argument, and he blunders on; but he floats
on his back in calm seas and announces to the circle within his understanding of the abyss.
Almost a rehash unsaid of another dreaming of water, as much poetics without the linguistics
of his literary heroes, again confined to the middle sea. What is the obsession with the barely
connected homo sapiens centre? The mass is so messy, get involved and embrace those ragged
edges, relish the varied bands as they converge and contort the land where they meet it. I lose
his point in my diversion, his voice regales less than his words, one that draws a crowd as he
enters flashy the room but shakes it off as he meanders about with words and anecdotal flotsam.
He is one for dreams, feisty spirits in glass containers, of peace in a deeper meaning of
the deep, of a celebration of the sea; one that will hold the seed of humanity, its spirit and
apparitional body, and deliver it to the real – a completion of homunculus. “Melting forms
of elemental brine, see us shape in time of time”, in time for what he leaves bare (thorny fish).

references

Bachelard, Gaston (1942) Water and Dreams; An Essay on the Imagination of Matter
Bennett, Jane (2010) Vibrant Matter: A Political Ecology of Things
Bush, Alan (2016) Baudelaire’s Conception of Infinity
Braidotti, Rosi (2015) Posthuman, All Too Human? A Cultural Political Cartography
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For some this is a route, the route of the non-committal dreamer, those that view the salt
element as a flat expanse, as a bridge, a way across, a fringe experience, where daring is to float
with ones eyes closed, safe in the words and thoughts of those of the land, they justify. “The
body is lost outside of the world and its goals, fascinated by the unique occupation of floating
in Being with another life, of making itself the outside of its inside and the inside of its outside.”
My mind seeks submersion, break the surface, hear the deep. “We must not drown, dissolve into
the universal element, give ourselves over to the sea.” The lack of awareness grates, to dissolve
is bliss of the soul, as is the capability of the surrender.

“How should we enter the sea?” Krell
asks, not a question. “Carefully my friends;
carefully you must tread, feet do not find
purchase on these rolling lucky stones;

He claims a ken of oceanic feeling, yet his sea lies there,
pale and shimmering, and cannot speak. “How well it
could speak if only it wanted to! The happy misery on
its tongue-tied face is a deceit; it is there to mock the
compassion you feel for it.” The voice will come, they will
discover beyond the mouth the song of the sea.

no toes are long enough or strong enough

From the other side of the room the eldest speaks, a confused retort to the modern garble
of these younger know-alls, his tongue curling around his stoic knowledge of the middle sea,
that of the highest import, full of tales that led to this subsidiary world they now inhabit, the
forger of empire and trade, that where civilization emerged. His heroes owned the sea, traded
with the deities that tame the abyss, claiming ownership and victory. His meandering tones
gaining supportive scoffs from the toffs with their hounds on the far side of the bar, that of the
comfortable diner. He, crooked and awkward, stands in heroic pose, master of the seas as the
ocean below submits, the return of a warrior, he recounts with self-anointed grandeur. As he
turns, he switches to a cower as he mimics the tales of the others, scarring sarcasm contorts
his face as he returns in little voice to his seat before the release of a patriotic cackle. There is
no need for him to wait for the meagre ferry outside in the dark; he, the owner of fleets of stale
grey. But how can he conjure glorification except to those with less? He lowers his tone to that
of the mass. When the vessel descends this one will draw it faster to the bottom.
The suit is a tool, it allows access, but the mind must be correctly disposed to even approach
the state to adorn it with purpose.

Catling, Brian (2019) Only the Lowly
Gooley, Tristan (2016) How to Read Water; Clues and Patterns from Puddles to the Sea
Haraway, Donna (2017) Making String Figures with Biologies, Arts, Activisms
Hemingway, Ernest (1952) The Old Man and the Sea
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Constantly warping its malleable yet uncontrollable
substance to fit our ever-shifting meaning(s), changing
to grip these shifting rocks tossed by the
existence and erratic sense of being, abuse in order to
waves”. Struggling with balance, arms like back up our arguments or encounters, give motive to
spirituality, unreasonable reasonability, we entice it to
wings of a frantic butterfly.
pull at both ends of the rope like all who cannot respond
in human ways to our questioning. Its instability allows
us to grasp at threads of wonder in any direction we need it to; it rises, it falls; it pushes, and
it pulls; it is both tranquility and violence all in one indeterminate breath, we project and
respond, as if it responds, with all the humanity or lack of that we can throw at it. It carries
on carrying on.
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With a statically charged air he pipes up from a dingy forgotten corner to quell the old grumble
to the right and calm the angst of youth, to nay the middle, but grounded and considered, with
hope in tone and tome:
“In the battle of man against the world, it is not the world that initiates.”
“The foundation of the real in the eyes of ones soul has nothing until human activity has
sufficient and intelligent overtones of phenomenological intentionality. The world should be
understood with surprise and incisive forces, with directional forces, in the rightful hierarchy
of encounters, which are like embodiments of joy, of ever-progressive, ever-accepting joviality.
Insofar as we are a source of energy, a critter is an a priori allure.”
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“We shall understand that affiliations with the four material elements are especially implicit
in the forging and maintenance of a vibrant soul for we do not come to know the world all
at once, with a placid, passive, quiet knowledge. But it is with water, and in particular the
big saline mass, that totality is most dangerous and deserving of patience and holding. The
aquatic soul becomes an element that is more comfortably alien to his nature.”
“Though this call of water demands a complete offering, an inner offering; a leap into the
unknown motivated by an unknown, one of the utmost psychological importance for the
critter we are. The terror from the surface is that of the uninitiated, avoiders of the perils
and all the excess that accompanies it. These are those who have misinterpreted the first act,
seen fear where there is but drama, overtaken by the
terror of initiation to abort before the joy, a joy that
Seaweed say Tuesday, changes to Wednesmasks in memory the terror of us all, replaced by a
day – first full day back at school, changes back to
complex laugh of astonishment – childish, alive, agile,
complete. The joy of having become a water being Tuesday, Met agrees, Tuesday @6 forecast shifts
wipes out the first trace of humiliation; the polyvalent
to swing to N from 8, no chance of dawn patrol,
characteristics - laughter from the water.”

shift school day to early start early finish. In the

I have moved through this world entranced by it, set
my time and movements to coincide with it, formed water by 2.30, offshore shoulder high on the sets
kinships and filigree to access it, and at times spent
– awesome sky, beautiful light, lines hitting good
almost all day every day beside or within it. To consider
it other than a part of me, mental and physical, to banks @ far Tregantle, 2 hours of winter bliss.
neglect the recognition of this would rob myself of self.
Michael smiles, it emits a calm from the electrifying pressure of the spoken, lowering the
charge like rain, transforms the mood like a shifting wind from W to E; “You speak of the
joy of the Selchi my friend. We can command the ocean only as a fool commands a wave;
order it enough it will draw back and fold, you will retreat as it charges against the incline
and repeat until there is a moment’s reprieve for you to feel victorious – this is the victory of
man; but man is lacking, for all he gains is naiveté, naiveté in the will for power. Is their name
Etienne, the cursed child? I think not, these things are not dedicated to the ocean’s wrath,
they are subject to it of their own intentions. There is no mysterious relationship between
their emotions and the ocean’s movements, this view is distortion with callous mirror. The

Kolter, Steven (2006) West of Jesus; Surfing, Science and the Origins of Belief
Krell, David Farrell (2019) The Sea; A Philosophical Encounter
Magicseaweed: Global Surf Reports, Surf Forecasts and Live Web Cams, Whitsand Bay
Mieville, China (2002) The Scar
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ability that Etienne’s occult knowledge allowed to guess matter’s thoughts is a phenomenon
more meaningful to him than it would have been to anyone else.
“Your man o’ there knows destiny of the will for power is, in effect, merely to dream of power
beyond actual power.”

This Fucking Wind! 2 weeks constant, barely dropping below 25, from S to W and back

“You ask me; what does thou do to pacify the furious
sea? I control my own anger.”
The change in air is more than audible to some, barely

again, not even worth the drive N for sloppy noted by others or unregistered in its entirety, but change

comes, inevitably, as consistent as the turn of the tide. Night
has found the west but the moon in its crescent shows the
the whole time but the 4-6sec interference kills shadow of the skiff pulling toward the shore. This stretch
of water runs E to W or W to E depending on the tide.
it. I heard E spots have relented at times, but
The soul is forever pulled westwards passing barren potato
you need to know on the day, the forecast is fields scarred with runnels and rain damage, occasional
trees denote the wind direction of most days, coves and
erratic at best and their tides and banks are
crannies hide the hidden and shelter the Bass, sand bars
of a moment. MSW is well off on size, the his- shape the warped swell as it slows to deceive the desperate
or reward the adventurous.

shit. Not even a bad period, been kicking 12+

torics are contorting the math, and from in

It is a short distance with a tide an eighth beyond high,
easy, safe, sturdy, the passenger’s anticipation is a reflection
of the assurance of land within reach. It always amazes
me how rapidly the sides of an estuary can leave you, the
excitement I feel increasing with the diminishing scale of the land, the up and down of the vessel
waxes to a noticeable drawn out rhythm, there is ground swell running this northern expanse,
it will grow the more exposed we become and you can feel the longing in the strokes of the oars.
The path beyond is between the sceiligs, two points of orientation seem dwarfed by the horizon,
the miles at this level incalculable by those other than the one facing backward, but as the land
recedes and these pinpoints remain unchanged the skiff becomes a small world seemingly unhinged
from all others. The divide shown in the Inn, amplified and inferred, forms polarized allegiances.
They increase in number as we approach the pass of the sceiligs, a channel of a thousand leagues
between reefs inundated with vibrancy that revels in the swirl and swell of a blissful carnage,
throws up mist that transforms the skin and mixes with a sting of wind that burrows to the core,
they follow as procession.

between the hills my mind spews at the lack
of knowing.

Nietzsche, Friedrich (1872) The Birth of Tragedy
Scholtz, Gunter (2016) Philosophy of the Ocean
Thomson, David (1954) People of the Sea; Celtic Tales of the Seal-Folk
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We follow, in full flight, the real phantom of our imaginary nature, which, when allowed to
define our lives, would give us back the truth of our being, the energy of our own dynamism.

10
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Bill & Beryl
by Trudi Browett

Bill & Beryl

Bill and Beryl’s names, and a declaration of Bill’s eternal love, are scratched into
a slab of concrete that is set into an opening in Polruan Blockhouse, a ruined
fort that looks out over the river Fowey. If the graffiti is true, Bill and Beryl were
married in May 1958. If Beryl’s Facebook post is true, they celebrated their 60th
wedding anniversary in 2018. Although Bill and Beryl’s wedding was physically
witnessed, memorialised in photographs (I’ve seen one) and recorded in a register of
marriages, Bill’s tiny tale of love bears witness to something different: his romantic
feelings towards Beryl. His means of creating the mini monument, through an act
of vandalism, speak to a story of passionate love, a story anyone with an interest in
Cornish ancient monuments can accidentally discover.

We’ll assume that Bill and Beryl’s wedding date (as recorded in concrete) is reliable,
and that their marriage survived for 60 years, which could feel like an eternity
to some. They received a card from Queen Elizabeth II on the occasion of their
diamond wedding anniversary if Beryl’s Facebook photo is to be believed.
As for Beryl, she seems to have survived Bill, just as Queen Elizabeth survived her
prince, Philip. I can find no record of Beryl’s feelings towards Bill; she was not a
queen, so her story has not been widely reported. According to google, there has never
been a Queen Beryl - other than Queen Beryl, commander of the Dark Kingdom
(Manga) but there are currently 82 Queen Beryl ideas on pinterest, should you be
interested.
The name Beryl derives from a mineral called beryllium aluminium cyclosilicate
which, according to beryllium.com, is used in the manufacture of telecommunications
infrastructure equipment, computers, and cellular phones, thereby helping people
around the world to keep in touch.
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The graffitied monument was presumably created by Bill rather than Beryl around
the time of their wedding, so it has survived for 63 years. Beryl’s Facebook post is also
in a public place and has survived 3 years, though Facebook may have a less certain
future than the Polruan Blockhouse. Bill doesn’t seem to have a Facebook page, but
their granddaughter does. She has 327 friends (correct at the time of writing) but you
don’t need to be one to be able to snoop around Beryl’s photos. When Bill carved
his public display of affection there was probably no such thing as an algorithm. I
wonder how many times I would have to write about Bill and Beryl to make them
trend? Without Bill’s unauthorised marking of a public space, I would never have
been able to google Bill and Beryl. Thanks, Bill.
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notes on the text
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This piece of writing is a response to a piece of graffiti which I came across
while on holiday in Cornwall. It read: Bill / Loves Beryl / Married May / 1958
xxx / Deeply Forever
The graffiti reminded me of Ursula K Le Guin’s ‘It Was a Dark and Stormy
Night’ in which Le Guin asks: “Why are we huddling about the campfire? Why
do we tell tales, or tales about tales - why do we bear witness, true or false?”
and hypothesises: “Is it because we are so organized as to take actions that
prevent our dissolution into the surroundings?” Le Guin references a carving of
runes in Carlisle Cathedral which translate to: ‘Tolfink carved these runes in this
stone’. She describes Tolfink as “a human being unwilling to dissolve entirely
into his surroundings.” When I spotted Bill’s graffiti it struck me that Bill and
Tolfink had taken similar actions to remain undissolved.
The writing evolved as I was making copious notes during internet research
into the graffiti, flitting from one site to the next as the impulse took me. The
writing style is intentionally ambivalent and reflects the tone of a device (a
handkerchief) Dodie Bellamy uses as a narrator and witness in her story ‘The
Bandaged Lady’. I too wanted a voice that was describing and making links
between events they had witnessed, without necessarily understanding the
context. There was something in the telling of ‘The Bandaged Lady’ that
shocked me deeply, something that was not only to do with the harrowing
topics of the piece but in the method that Bellamy used to reveal and indicate
violence, injustice and social pressure.It resonated with the way that I use
objects and nostalgia in my art practice to refer to themes of trauma and
nostalgia and how a child might gaze upon a scene or object, without context,
and draw their own conclusions.

Bill & Beryl
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BILL
LOVES BERYL
MARRIED MAY
1958 XXX
DEEPLY FOREVER
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The Lambton
Worm
by Sam Machell

The Lambton Worm
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The Lambton Worm
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The Broken
Column
by Aldous George

The Broken Column

references

David Kreps (2007) Cyborgism: Cyborgs, Performance and Society
Shambare, Rujimbana, and Zhowa (2012) Are mobile phones the 21st century addiction?
African Journal of Business Management 6:2

19

[...] Axiomatic aspects of humanness to consider within the realms of becoming fully
entrenched with technology, specifically the marriage of flesh and machine and
all the ethical implications that are looming on the horizon, include, childbearing
and techniques of parturition, identity, the already expanding taxonomy of
gender-specifics, the acceptance of death or the quest for immortality. In his book,
Cyborgism, Cyborgs, Performance and Society (Kreps, 2007), David Kreps examines
what it means to become Cyborg and how it affects society through performance.
Through his in-depth analysis he debates the dichotomy that referring to cyborgs
through art and performance can increase awareness and acceptance of technology
possibly curbing human fears of scientific advance and of “the potential that
technology may one day make humanity obsolete” (Kreps, 2007: 162). Kreps
outlines concerns of military use with the US Special Forces that already have
funding and are developing exoskeletons and “the future posited as most likely to
unfold from this work is a ‘systems’ approach to citizenship, that will see us living in
such exoskeletons as we already, today, almost live in our cars” (Kreps, 2007: 162).
This point brings to light how we could already be, slaves to machines (although I
acknowledge other perceptions of machines being useful tools) with the addiction
and attachment that has sped through society with mobile phones and other such
smart devices. (Shambare, Rujimbana and Zhowa, 2012) [...]
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Alejandro Gomez Arias was
my first love. Before my eternal
pains caused my mind to
become so surreal, before my
infidelities, my marriages with
Diego, there was true love
that I caught on canvas which

was only to be half hidden
in his wardrobe for too many
years. My first self portrait, my
half, with my wine coloured
velvet dress with regal gold
brocade, reminiscent of the
late Renaissance portraits,
reveals my sentient being
feeling sadness as I am not with
you Alejandro. Although I am
asleep, I remember you always.
“My Alex: since I saw you I
have loved you… I would like
to be… a little tiny thing that
you could just carry in your
pocket always always”

Who Caused my Accident life?
My parents were not
happy, there was
political unrest and even
through our separations
my heart was still yours.
If only I had not lost
my umbrella, we would
have stayed on the
first bus. The second
bus was to change my
life but you, you were
unscathed with your
minor injuries. I took
the pain away from you
with my fractured pelvic
bone, my punctured
abdomen and uterus.
My spine broke in 3
places, my right leg in 11
places. My shoulder was
dislocated and later they
find 3 more vertebrae
are broken too. But more
than this, you broke my
heart but I still love you.

1944
oil on canvas
30.6 x 39.8cm

During my long recovery, I
of Mexico’s greatest 		
from Germany was always
American, half Spanish 		
through my early years of 		
support but they encouraged 		
strength and later 			
as well as physically. 		
brushes so I could paint 		
combine my love of 		
medical illustrator, how			
illustrator of my own medical 			
cast for several moths, a mirror
subject, deeply introspective 		

The Broken Column

I am standing in a surreal
landscape, I am half
naked, I am in pain, but I
am beautiful and I endure
and can be strong again.

“Painting completed my
life. I lost three children
and a series of other things
that would have fulfilled
my horrible life. My painting took the place of all
of this. I think work is the
best”

Ishiuchi Miyako, you
are a powerful female
artist
documenting
another. You come
into my life when I am
gone, away from your
usual artistic habitat
and you allow the
world to experience
me as a new, intimate
and tender woman.
As your mind’s eye journeys through my personal belongings
you find unfound strength from objects I have used to depict
longstanding pain. I hear you say, “If I met her, I wouldn’t ask
any questions. I would only want to stare at her and touch
her body.” Well you have touched me and I am touched.

21

took up painting. I am considered one
artists. My Father, a photographer
encouraging, as was my half native
Mother. Not only did they help me
poor health and polio with love and
		
me to play sport to help build
to paint to build strength mentally
They made me a special easel with
from bed. Originally I wanted to
medicine and sketching to become a
			
ironic that I become an
			
demeanors. My body in
above my bed, my first real
		
within my own reflection.

At School, I told my friends
I would marry you one day
Diego Rivera. Your mural
called
“The
Creation”
inspired me. Although
this meeting was brief, my
belief of marriage became
true years later. Again my
Mother objected. I tried
to have your children but
my body would not allow.
Pain from my injuries has
plagued me my whole life.
My snail like ability to move
toward fertility. All I see is
my broken body, what kind
of Mother would that be? Instead I am unable to hold myself
together, all I see is my leather and metal brace holding my
split chest together. Is my life just one big accident?

22
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Finding
Davy’s Lamp
by Betty Marsh

Finding Davy’s Lamp

23

After a long day and deep into a long night, a Figure decides to take a different route
back home. Away from the comforts of a path, They wandered into the Hills, ignoring the
old tales and warnings that appear in a thick cold and sodden night, the white circle hidden,
a night exactly like this. It comes as no surprise when while walking They heard a rustling
ahead, two amber circles peered set on Them, deep earthy growls that escape a sharp barrier
of cream spikes layered with grease and red.
They ran.
Unable to see, Their feet trembled in sharp heather and wet bracken, They tripped through
the many steps that remain of the hills, fearful of the beast that followed.
The Figure went on, stumbling through the rotten fences and tall wet grass, St Peter
watches from a crumbling yet solid foundation. At once, remaining old and new, he calmly
yet firmly reminds the Figure that they are going the wrong way. Out in this dark it needs to
find that ever burning light, where Davy rests, nestled in three-day old wreaths, protected by
the names of its own holders now turned to red brick. They hop out of the sodden ground and
onto a too smooth path, almost never ending beyond the hill, glared at by sleeping onlookers
in homes with no light yet eyes that watch behind the blinds.
The white circle occasionally peeks behind the blankets as They walk, that silver shimmer
on ink streets.
A rustling in the trimmed hedges reminds Them that They’re still being followed and
quickens Their step.
One drop, two drops ...
All too soon the circle is masked again and above starts falling in cold thin sheets that
pricks Its skin. Quickly, It travels into the lower half of the town, not yet at the base, pausing
within the in-between. Their Foot no longer touches smooth, finds itself looking upwards,
Eyes stabbed by drops yet not flinching at the overwhelming structure in front, above, around.
Time may have passed, it goes unnoticed, its Ears sense a noise at the base of its towering
shape. Postured yet hidden under its roof, higher than the Figure yet located below and
above decades of walked on stones trodden on by saints, sinners and in-betweens. She sits.
Looking but not, eyes that match the sky as the weather shifts in her form. Sniffles and huffs
that barely manifests a sound, a body that shakes yet stays on the cold stone.
Maybe sensing what the Figure seeks, or knowing what chases after It. Like a branch in
a rapid stream her arm glides and rotates, unaffected by its uncanniness. Where she points,
behind the Figure, reveals an old friendly face. Something awakens beyond the fog. A light.
Not the one the Figure seeks but close enough, one by one a row of blurry high up lights
reveal the path to Davy’s rest. The old familiar form glides from one to the next, creating
floating glows that guide the Figure in the right direction. They leave the Lady’s Stone and
go down, turning right to where They notice the town’s main street, usually full of bodies
and sounds when the white circle rests. The Figure lightens knowing the hound cannot follow
Them here. Once at the base of Davy’s lamp They lean towards its warmth as many have
done before, finally resting in its safety.
They will remember not to go off to the heather paths again. At sunrise They will walk
back home.
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My dad loved telling many stories to my sister,
me and my brother. When we were younger,
he tried to scare us with stories of haunted
ghosts and giant wolves. Sometimes they were
about individual people, their deaths and how
they continue after, usually wandering the Hills
in some way. All these stories were based on
where we lived in Hednesford, Cannock. We
were right next to Hednesford Hills, often
taking walks from the hills to the edges of
Cannock Chase.

the house ‘scaring’ us. I remember me and my
siblings finding it very funny, but I am not sure
why, looking back it is a tad horrifying with the
fake Halloween blood on the teeth of the wolf
mask. I wonder if the wolf mentioned was the
wolf of Hednesford Hills, or if he just really
loved werewolf stories and wanted to tell us
a story based on his Halloween outfit. It was
an affective story, when we could see the hills
from the bedroom window beyond the back
garden.

Here are just a few stories that my dad told, the
ones I remember in some way. I wrote them as
a basic plot or sentence then went into more
detail on context.

One was about a ghost of an old coal miner who
carried his lantern across the town on foggy/
misty days. Dad states that the streetlamps
were lit by him so others could find their way
easier.

One was about a giant black wolf that walked
across the Hills.
On my mum’s side of the family, her stepdad,
my grandad, was a coal miner. He retired
There were many renditions of this, but to tell early because he lost half of his index finger.
us to stick to the paths and not wander off I remember him saying from losing his grip
without him. I thought this was just a dad story, on a pulley, but I am not fully sure. When we
but after hearing a tak by Dartmoor’s Daughter were very young, he told us that he lost it
where she talked about giant black hounds, I because he picked his nose and it got stuck
was curious. Cannock Chase in Staffordshire up there, a warning to us not to do it. My
has long had rumours of a Black Dog. The grandparents were close friends, both sides
Hednesford Hellhound and the Slitting Mill of my family came from one street, mom and
Bastard to name but two. Paranormal societies dad were childhood neighbors. Hednesford
have investigated the phenomenon, particularly has a huge community history connected to
in the 1970s. [Black dog (folklore) - Wikipedia] the coalmines, there is a Davy Lamp statue in
It turns out there is even a name for this one. the center of town with the names of miners
The black hound/ wolf is a common English surrounding it as a memorial.
folk figure in many areas across the country, [Names added to Cannock Chase miners’
each having different renditions and tales. Hednesford memorial - BBC News File:
My Dad never gave the wolf a name, I think Davy Lamp - Market Street, Hednesford
I would have remembered if he told us about (27716475498).jpg - Wikimedia Commons]
the ‘Slitting Mill Bastard’.
My grandad keeps his Davy lamp in an old
brown box in the ironing room, he showed
One was about a man with an axe who is me and my brother how it worked on day after
trapped in the Hills trying to find the wolf who school.
took his wife, only to discover that he was a Reflecting on this story I am not sure how to
wolf who transformed during a full moon.
feel about it; when I was young, I was more
amazed as to how he reached the top of the
This was very much a Halloween special; I streetlamps, to which my dad explained how
remember him telling this story wearing a ghosts can float and fly. Reading back and
wolf mask and a plaid shirt running around thinking about it with its connections to my

Finding Davy’s Lamp

family and the community, makes me feel
comfortable yet sad? Knowing how the ghost
in the story could have easily been someone
once real, who lived in the same street as my
family.
One was about the Lady of the Lady’s Church,
who sat on the stone outside. If it is raining, it
means that she is crying.
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This is one story that I do not really remember
the storyline of, or even if there was a storyline
at all. I rang my dad on Sunday to ask if he
remembered telling me, he commented “I have
not a clue” so it was just a one off, unlike the
wolf stories. Regardless of the vagueness of
it, the image stuck with me for one reason
or another. I have not been inside the church
or even seen it since I was 9-10. It was a
building we drove past often and back then
I thought it was the biggest building to ever
exist. I remember my dad calling it the ladies
church and I thought that meant only ladies can
enter. I remember being in the car looking out
the window, it was pouring rain and the view
outside was blurred because of it. I remember
my dad saying how “the lady of the church must

be crying today.” I asked who is that which I do
not remember him answering but remember
him saying something about ‘how she sits on
the stone outside and looks after the church.’
The way he put it, in my child version I thought
it was some sort of angel or queen who owned
the church and had magical powers. And I only
really remember that image I made of her. I was
intrigued to learn a bit more about the place.
{‘The Church of Our Lady of Lourdes.’ HOME
(ololhednesford.org) Our Lady of Lourdes]
Something I completely forgot about was the
large shrine to the side of it, I wonder if when
my dad said stone, he meant the shrine? I always
envisioned her on the stone steps at the front
of the church. While this is not really a story
as such the concept and character obviously
stuck with me and is an interesting example
of creating something based on a location/
building/place.
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A Poppet
Fable
by Victoria McTavish

A Poppet Fable

Part One
This is a fable, handed down to me through a doll; given to me from my grandmothers,
mothers, mothers, mothers, mother. It told the story of what would happen to women
and their bodies through the ages that I was born into and those ancestors preceding
me. Knowledge was contained in key parts of the story, that only revealed themselves
when the querent (me in this case) was transitioning from one phase of life into another.
These liminal rites are handed down through the women of the family. They keep
us protected from the man made world. They even tell of how this was created, and
what we would have to endure as he created it.
It is a light that never goes out, eternal in its nature, and emanating through a
lineage that is fluid.
In the womb, the organ of love in existence, it is said that there is contained a great
mystery. Besides the mystery of life giving itself. To pathologise a womb, make it a
wandering ‘scapegoat’ make it object was a key part of this story that symbolized a
great failing, as my Grandmother would warn. The nameless fear of a womb made
demonic. These were my thoughts when encountering this doll.

Dolls have been made, using old rags, bits of cloth, wax, hair of animal or human.
Put together with a contemplative mind, they often express or cathart a happening,
in this sense they can be said to be Totemic. It could easily sit alongside other objects
of fear, created by misogony. However, it’s most powerful message that it conveys is
that of ‘being blinded’. Did the maker fear an internal blinding? Did they wish for
another to come to harm? No doubt they externalized a horror, which must have been
reflected by the events of the times, when trust and transparency in communities were
replaced by paranoia and suspicion.
Woman was the subject and the object for this fear. Propagated by Men.
Culturally the ritual doll has been and still can be seen as protective; serving as
talismans against all kinds of harm. I found it interesting to note that these dolls were
sewn by the female members of the family, who followed a strict set of rules, the most
important being that the doll was to be left with some defect or imperfection. This
was done for the doll ‘not come to life’, a possibility much feared.
The absence of a face denoted that the doll was inanimate and could not be the
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She is so unlike mine.
Its maker has speared her through the eyes. Blinded her.
This is a fear inducing object.
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twin, the double of any person.
In many Indo-Europen languages the word for the life stage of holometabolous
insects is pupa ( kukolka in Russian), which also means a little doll.
Historicaly, special ritual dolls constructed on spindles were made to ritually ‘solve’
some family problems, dolls and spindles, connected through the concept of making
a thread beyond the space of stories too. ( Jivanyan, 2018).
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The fable I am about to tell involves the Doll I was given.

A Poppet Fable
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Part Two
I was eight months pregnant when I last saw my Grandmother. We sat opposite one
another in her flat in Edinburgh where she had lived for a long, long time.
She handed me a doll and said that it was given to her from her mother. Stretching
back through the females of at least 5 mothers, she said it was time then, to ‘give it
to me’.
As in the Russian Fairy tale ‘ Vasilissa’ I was given this doll, and my Grandmother
died two months after the giving of it.
I knew it came with a hidden story and now I wonder how it was made.
The versions of this story are fluid, amniotic, translated endlessly, they stretch and
infiltrate ( almost seep) across time and place; from Romania, Poland and the Baltic
Countries.
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From Edinburgh to Dartmoor.
Anthropomorphic dolls as Otherwordly Helpers in folk tales are often linked to
maternity. My Grandmother had four sons, and three granddaughters.
When I read this story titled’ Vasilissa’ in Clarissa Pinkola Estes work Women who
Run with the Wolves, I was 21, there was this large framed exhibition poster above
my bed which read ‘ Figments from the Real World’.
This story, is a figment from the ‘other’ world.

A Poppet Fable
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Pinkola Estes interprets the doll helper as the heroine’s intuition, a small and
glowing facsimile of the original self.
Superficially it is just a doll. But inversely, there is a little piece of soul that carries
all the knowledge of the larger soul-self.
It was once accepted work to make dolls from the skirts of the dead mother.
In the story of Vasilissa the doll was given to the daughter with the instructions
to carry the doll in a pocket, give it something to eat and drink, tell it her troubles
and in return it would tell her how to act in her hour of need. Through journeys of
initiation into dark places, this doll held all the instinctual knowledge and wisdom
passed from mother to daughter of how to navigate:
Foreign, man- made landscapes.
To see your way through.
In a dark age, if you like.
Lots of tasks had to be performed in the meantime, before the heroine could
reclaim her sovereignty.The skull lantern she obtained from Baba Yaga was symbolic
of overcoming the world to obtain the light within.
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Claiming a birth right ( the instinctual nature) takes acts of courage and subversion.
Stolen in the first place.
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I always thought back then that the woman looked a bit dangerous, half demented,
fixed on the male gaze, teeth bared.
For biting?
Or is she roaring?
What is she crazed with?
Now I see the image as hybrid, an animal nature.

A Poppet Fable

I had to reclaim that part of my true nature in order to psychologically survive.
The stories I am reflecting on could be seen as gifts from the archetypal universe.
When I participated in the making of these two dolls (when my daughter was seven)
it was instinctual. I hadn’t made anything in years, so busy was I in woman’s ‘separate
sphere’.
They remain head-less.
In a moment of leaving this house I find them again. Instinctively I bind them
together with a strip of red linen. Wrapping them in a bed of owl feathers to contain
the story they hold within.
Protection.
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Trinkets
by
Trudi Browett
Browett
by Trudi

Trinkets

The ones who Slipped exist in the in-between places; the voids, the occupied but
unowned lands, exploring, existing, as Creature Children in the caves below the
castle, below the surface, below the seat of power.
Creature Children survive in this psychological land. Homeless. Tricking to remain
alive; bluffing, robbing, begging, beating ... they make the caves, the nooks and
crannies of their escape, the place for curiosity. More often than not they are strong,
broken explorers. Lost Boys, if they are lucky, or unlucky enough, to find a tribe.

The Slipped Children may pass on the surface for a while; desiring to make enquiries
about the rules that lost them a life. But they have a smell about them, there is a
certain lack of lustre, a different tone. This is their presentation: their mark. And
sooner or later they’ll be sniffed out. Of the things they know, this they know the most.
The fortunate ones have the mask of ability that allows them to shift between the
paradigms; to retreat from the surface in a timely fashion, before discovery, and
to rise up again, at will, from the chaos below. They can be champions, traders,
jokers and acrobats.
They carry joy, too. Because in the gaps, in the quiet times, before they fully slipped
from the streets, they played.
They played, played, played and their light grew until they were glowing and this
light, their light, is shared and eternal for those that see and know.
And once or twice, when their power swelled, they could turn to face a foe, for not
everyone loves their light.
And of those that could not rise? They are easily found. Search for them under the
castle, at the back of the cold cave. They’re there, waiting for the warmth of the
light to return to their bones before they slip too far.
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They are the dirty scavengers, lifting trinkets form the Real Children, the surface
children who are clean, kept and guarded; safe on the streets, sharing in the collective
order of time and things. But the nostalgia of the trinkets makes the Slipped Ones
weep, reminding them of the lost world, of a home where they might have deserved
such things; things that had the mark of normal and the memory of everyday. In the
disconnect they cannot hold these trinkets, and besides, there is no shelf for memories.
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Trudi Browett

Aldous George

Trudi combines sculptural works with all manner
of found materials and readymade objects into
assemblages and pseudo domestic scenes
intended to evoke memory and corrupt nostalgia.
Incorporating concrete casting, collage, printing,
painting and other finishes, Trudi’s sculptural
installations charge the cultural histories of
seemingly everyday objects with layers of new
often uncanny and unsettling narratives. The
assembled scenes tip towards elegiac with their
reflections of loss and fear, whilst leading the
observer to also consider the humour and surrealist
workings of a child’s mind when creating context
in the world around them. Themes of vulnerability
and care, danger and protection, escapism and
fantasy are imbued in Trudi’s dialogue with the
viewer who is invited to consider their own
reactions and responses to the works.

Aldous works as a multidisciplinary artist
exploring the boundaries of what it is to be
mentally and physically ‘human’ alongside
humanity’s obsession with evolving beyond
its current limitations, especially by means
of science and technology. Working within
the conceptual terrain of transhumanism and
cyborgism, he employs physical structures and
prostheses, processual audio and visual material
to immerse an audience within the blurry area
between human and machine and our inevitable
transcendence and connection with technology.
His work is exploratory, embodied and powerfully
performative, using his sculpture as subject and
sounds from his materials and tools, augmented
by manufacturing techniques to stretch the limits
and senses of the human to create an audio
joyride of visual imagery. Aldous creates debate
for technological ontology to be questioned and
shared.
Web: aldousgeorge.com/blog

Contributors

Sam Machell

Betty Marsh

Sam is a conjurer of worlds. Through his attempts
to represent complex systems via accessible or
popular presentational forms, an exploration of
societal structures is undertaken. Humour and
horror combine to narrate an era clouded by
uncertain and threatening fictions. The ‘Terrarium’
finds new meaning as the work’s descriptor:
unstable and vibrant worlds withdrawn from
access by inert containers. His ongoing work
‘Dinner Machine’ presents a comedic pastiche
of a medieval world, in which the residents of
an impossible castle must find ways of dealing
with their King’s demanding appetite. Structures
of power and relationships between humans
and non-humans are examined through the
convoluted contraptions built within the story.

Betty’s practice explores the narratives of human
and nature, the connection that blends the
botanical and the body. Documented landscapes
and local journeys foraged then archived into
worlds, reflecting personal perceptions and
emotional connections to our cycles of life, death.
The combination and experimentation of sculptural
works and drawings craft representations of our
personal botany.
Web: marshbethlouart.wixsite.com/mushblog

Instagram: @sambehindglass
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Victoria McTavish
Victoria is interested in woman’s stories, ancient
knowledge systems and the intersection between
the two. Her practice is a running conversation
in which her response to research, materials and
ideas are given shape. She is drawn to the sensuous
tactile quality of textiles and fiber. In particular
she likes to use old garments and domestic linens
which come with their own story, as evidenced in
the delicate wear and tear from use. Using these
alongside materials from the natural world she
enters a process that always seems to be teetering
on reversal, exposure and collapse. It is in the
act of giving form, care and new life to these
materials that she endeavors to re-tell and subvert
linear narratives. The inherent tension of pulling,
stitching and deconstructing can all be seen as
metaphors for repair and protest. She hopes
to evoke a sense of the interconnection of all
phenomena by threading together the personal,
political and trans-personal dimensions inherent
in all stories.
Web: www.victoriamctavish.art

Neil Robinson
Neil is a surfer, artist and teacher who wades
with his work through dark tides and folding
waves. Living in the coastal landscape, Robinson
is interested in critiquing contemporary coastal
politics, and the ways in which coastal cultures
are perceived by outsiders. Though his work
may grow from commercial forms, like placid
seascapes or the pretty kinds of pots you see
in a tacky beachside gallery, his often violent
interventions subvert the hierarchy of tourist and
place. Robinson’s work may provoke or confront
the viewer, but its friendly, conversational
approach allows unique space for a point of
shared understanding to be reached between
artist, viewer and oceanic environment.
Web: forgottencornersurf.wixsite.com/
nrobinsonmacap
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